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HEXAGO P-A FLAT
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HEXAGO CM-D FLAT
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HEXAGO CM-A FLAT
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WOODEN ACOUSTIC PANELS

Crafted form premium wood, our panels showcase a diverse range of patterns, hues, and wood types, ensuring a seamless fit with your personal style. Explore distinctive design possibilities and infuse your spaces with warmth and unparalleled elegance.
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HEXAGO P-AS professional
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The DESIGNER series is a testament to the power of collaboration. It beautifully marries the distinctive and creative visions of independent designers with the cutting-edge technological prowess and craftsmanship of the FORM AT WOOD company. This synergy ensures that each piece not only stands out in design but is also backed by the highest standards of quality and innovation that FORM AT WOOD is renowned for.
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Wooden panels made

by people for people


+48 519 519 287

info@formatwood.com




ul. Technologiczna 2
Opole 45-839
POLAND
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FOLLOW US

Stay connected with us to stay updated on the latest trends and inspirations! Dive into the enchanting world of wooden panels and uncover their inherent beauty.
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